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Abstract: Recently Natural Language Processing of Arabic text has gained a lot of attention. We need to understand many 

problems in Arabic linguistics in order to carry out the Natural Language Processing projects we want to attack. 

This paper describes an algorithm for stemming Arabic words. The algorithm calculates the root based on removing the 

suggested prefixes and suffixes and then finds out all the possibilities in which the root could be one of them, finally it starts 

minimizing these possibilities in order to find out the correct root based on the calculation of the number of the original 

letters of each possibility formed. If the word does not contain any original letters the algorithm tries to find the root letters 

according to some priorities assigned to letters as described below. We have tested our algorithm on a different set of Arabic 

abstracts taken from the proceedings of the Saudi Arabian National Computer Conferences, the performance of the algorithm 

is very high where in some abstracts we reached to 95%. 
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1 Introduction 

Arabic is a complex and wonderful language at the same time. The Arabic language expresses a Semitic 

language and is spoken by nearly 380 million people as the first official language, while it is known as a 

second language by about 250 million people. Most of the peoples of the Arab countries use the Arabic 

language in their education, daily life, official dealings, and in social media and television channels. 

There are several forms of the Arabic language, such as Modern Standard Arabic and Standard Arabic, 

which is the language of the Holy Qur’an and is also used in literary texts and poems. For more than 

fourteen centuries, the people of the Arabian Peninsula have spoken the Arabic language. There is 

another form that differs according to the place you live in, which is the colloquial dialects. This is why 

the Arabic language faces many challenges. The number of letters in the Arabic language is 28, in 

addition to the hamza, which is sometimes considered a letter [1]. The way to write in the Arabic 

language is to start from the right of the paper and end to the left, unlike the English language. The 

shapes of the letters in this language differ according to their position in the world, for example, the 

shape of the letter differs if it is at the beginning of the word than if it is in the middle of it. The different 

shapes and diacritics in the Arabic language make analyzing a difficult task. In addition to the fact that 

more than 80 percent of Arabic words can be traced back to a root, most Arabic words have their roots. 

by good fortune, the Arabic language has a built-in filtering process that allows different phrases to be 

linked to their source. It is very important to represent words for their source and it will undoubtedly 

reduce the number of words [2].  

Stemming is the process of truncating different morphologies of a word to result in a single morphem or 

base. As a result, text dimensionality is decreased and helps efficient computation. There is a difference 

between root or heavy stemming and light stemming. The former returns the words to their roots besides 

affix removal while the last only concerns removing suffixes, prefixes and stop words. 
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Consequently, root stemming becomes more difficult to process and construct specially with Arabic 

words since there are so many words that do not depend on specific regulations [3]. 
 

2 Arabic Morphology 

The morphology science is the one that is specialized in the Arabic language words and their 

reconstruction which is changing the word form from one skeleton to another or to other different 

structure that by the end would give certain intended meaning. The morphology science explores the 

well formed names which are through that are not unchangeable as pronouns. The words in Arabic 

language are divided into three known types: verbs which indicates an action and related to time, nouns 

which indicates meaning not related to time, and letters which indicates meaning when connected 

together.   

In a recent study executed by linguistics and statisticians founded that 4814 verbs out of 5629 

verbs that form about 85.5% if Arabic verbs were triples, and so the morphologists preferred using the 

triple scale since the addition is easier than deletion when changing the triple verbs into quadruple verb 

and penta-letters verbs. 

Most ancient language scientists agree on that in Arabic a verb can’t be made of less than three 

letters and suggest that in most words the roots are consist of three letters. Roots that are less than three 

letters are have three letters in origin but some letter(s) was/were deleted. 

 From the root verb we can find many different forms of the same word by adding some prefixes, 

suffixes or infixes, these additions to the root comes in two forms  either from the original letters by 

repeating some  letter(s) or from extra letters addition: which can be exemplified in the mnemonic “     " 

 these extra letters do not exceed 10 letters and no other letters can be used, so the original   سألنحًنَها 

triple noun can get one, two, three or four letters and so will end up after addition to be of 5 or 6 letters, 

which most of the time the maximum a triple root can be enlarged to be. 

 

3 Algorithm Descriptions 

- Define the following letters ( ك -ت  -ٌ -و  -هـ  -ي  -ئـ  -و -ؤ -إ  -ا -) أ  as not original Letters in the Arabic 

words.  

- Define the following Priorities of the following letters from right to left as follows: 

إ(          -ء  -ا -ئـ  -ؤ  -ت –ي  –أ  -و  –و   -ٌ   –ك  -) هـ    

- Vowel letters are:   ي  - أ  -و )  ). 

* remove the following prefixes from the word if any: ف ل  - ب ل  - ال . 

* If the word length is five or more letters and have the prefixes  سل   –جث     نم - then   

   we remove them as in the words  "نهره ب “ or جحنقع"    “   or “ " سلذهب  . 

* If the word length is six or more letters and have the prefixes  إسث –يسث  –أسث  –اسث  

   then we remove them as in the words “ اسحشفى“or “ٍيسححس ". 

* If the word length is five letters and has two original letters and ends with the    

   suffix  (ًَ) then we remove it as in the word “ ق دًَ  ”. 

2. Remove the letters ة ، هـ   )  )  if they occurs at the end of the word as in the words يدزسة"       “ or فكسه"   

“. 

 If the word length is six or more letters and have one of the following suffixes هً   –جً  –ًَ   – ات

 .then remove them      كً  -كى   –كٍ  –ه    –هٍ  –هى  –

 If the word length is five or more and contains a vowel letter between the second and the one 

before the last, then this vowel will be removed; else don’t do anything, as in the word "ٌيهعن   “ 

remove the letter ( و)  but no letters are removed for example in the word  .   “  "ط ونة 
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 If the word length is five or more letters and has one of the following suffixes:    ٍه   –كً   –كى  –ك

 .then remove them  ات -جً   –ًَ   –هً    –هى   –هٍ  –

 If the word length is four letters or more and ends with the letter ت()   or begins with the letter 

( ت) then remove it. 

6. If the word contains three original letters then the root will be the first three original letters; Else 

7. Find all possible words of length three. 

8. If the word contains two original letters then 

8-1. If there is letter(s) between them then  

8-1-1. The priority is for the possibility which contains the letter و ) ). 

8-1-2. If there are more than one possibility, then the priority is given to the possible word that begins 

with an original letter. 

8-1-3. If there are more than one possibility, then the priority would be according to the priority given to 

the letters as shown above. 

8-2. If the word does not contain letter(s) between the originals, then 

8-2-1. If the second original letter is in the middle of the word, then we take the letter that comes after 

the second original one if it is not a vowel,but if it is a vowel then we take the letter that comes after it, 

and if there is no letters following the vowel, then we take the letter that precedes the first original letter 

unless if it is ت"   or If it is .  ا "   or  "ت    .then take the letter which precedes  them both  ا  " 

8-2-2. If the second original letter is at the end of the word, then take the preceding letter of the first 

original unless if it is  ت"   or If it is  ا "    or ت"   .then take the letter that precedes them both“ ا   

9. If the word contains one original letter, then  

9-1. If the word contained the letter ك )  ) in the first half of the word (the smallest integer close to n/2) 

then the  priority will be given for the possibility containing this letter; else we examine this condition 

on the letter ٌ ) )  and  the  priority will be given for the possibility containing this letter; else we 

examine this condition on the letter ( هـ)  and  the  priority will be given for the possibility containing this 

letter ( here,  we are trying to find a letter  as a second original letter). 

repeat steps (8-1) to (8-2) again if the word contains the previous  letters  )ك، ٌ،هـ) in the first half of the 

word. 

9-2. else, if we didn’t find a letter, then choose the letter according to its priority and do step (8) again, 

as in the word “ وجنها”. 

10. If the word does not contain any original letters, then get two originals letters according to the 

priorities given above, and find out the root as if it has two original letters. 
 

4 Conclusions  
 

An algorithm was designed and implemented for analyzing Arabic words to find their roots. The system 

was implemented using C++. The algorithm was tested on different set of Arabic abstracts taken from 

the proceedings of the Saudi Arabian National Computer Conferences. The performance of the 

algorithm is very high where in some abstracts we reached to 95%. But as we know that Arabic 

language has many special cases where some words contain vowel letter, the algorithm suffer from 

handling some of these cases, and I hope that in the near future I can overcome these cases and have an 

algorithm that will handle a high percentage of irregular Arabic words. 
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